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OVERALL GOAL
 Equip LIAC to prepare an 

assessment of current 
cost-of-service and rate 
design challenges 
(using the data presented 
today as key input into 
assessment)

TODAY’S GOAL
 Provide Duke Energy’s analysis on 

some of the questions from the 
Commission Orders related to rate 
design and cost of service
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LANGUAGE FROM THE COMMISSION ORDER
Findings of Fact Nos. 52-54 (emphasis added)

3. Investigate the strengths and weaknesses of existing rates, rate 
design, billing practices, customer assistance programs and energy 
efficiency programs in addressing affordability. Questions that should 
be addressed include:

E. Are the follow programs […] appropriate for implementation in 
North Carolina […]:

 1) minimum bill concepts as a substitute for fixed monthly charges

 3) Segmentation of the existing residential rate class to take into 
account different levels of usage

F. How do specific programs addressing affordability affect cost-
causation and allowance of costs among classes?

G. How does cost-of-service allocation affect rate design and 
affordability of rates?



Agenda

 Cost of Service 101

 Rate Design 101

 Analysis of segmenting the residential rate class 

 Theory

 Methodology

 Results from DEP

 Analysis of a minimum bill as an alterative to a fixed charge
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Cost of Service 101
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The Ratemaking Process

Step 1: Revenue 
Requirement

• How much should the utility 
collect?

• Commission determines the total 
revenue needed for the utility to 
cover its operating expenses, 
depreciation, taxes, and a rate of 
return on rate base

Step 2: Cost 
Allocation

• Who should pay?

• Cost of Service Study is 
performed

• Allocates utility system costs 
(revenue requirement) to 
different customer classes

Step 3: Rate Design

• How should prices be set?

• Commission approves a set of 
rates intended to recover revenue 
requirement

• Reflects multiple, competing 
priorities
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Embedded Cost Allocation: Categorizing Costs of the Utility System by 
Function
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Revenue Requirement

Functionalization

Total Revenue

Prod. Trans. Dist. Cust. Svc.

Functionalization of Costs:
 Production (e.g. power plants, fuel)

 Transmission (e.g. high voltage power lines)

 Distribution (e.g. distribution feeders, substations, etc.)

 Customer Service (e.g. metering, billing, call centers, etc.)

 Based on FERC Uniform System of Accounts



Cost Classifications

 Energy
 Unit: kWh
 Examples: fuel, purchased power, net of reagents
 ~20-35% of costs

 Customer
 Unit: per customer
 Examples: cost of connection, billing, customer support
 ~10-20% of costs

 Demand (Capacity)
 Unit: kW
 Comprised of production, transmission, and distribution
 ~45-60% of costs
 Analogy - Like maintaining a highway with 100 lanes to ensure there is no congestion for a rush-hour that occurs only a few 

times a year
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Classifying Costs by Causation
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Revenue Requirement

Functionalization

Total Revenue

Prod.

Classification

Trans. Dist. Cust. Svc.

DemandEnergy Customer

Classification of Costs:
 Energy-related (generally variable cost, corresponding to kWh consumed)

 Demand-related (generally fixed costs, corresponding to peak kW)

 Customer-related (generally related to number of customers)



Total Revenue 
Requirements

SC

NC

Residential

RES

R-TOU

R-TOUD

General 
Service

SGS

MGS

LGS

Other

Lighting

FL

GL

Other

Wholesale

Establish Revenue 
Requirements

Distribute to 
Jurisdictions

Distribute to 
Customer Classes

Distribute to Rate 
Schedules

De
sig

n 
Ra

te
s

Illustrative Cost of Service Allocation 
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$5 billion

$3 billion

$1 billion

$1 billion



Cost Allocation

 Once costs are functionalized (P, T, D, and C) and classified (energy, demand, customer) then costs need 
to be allocated to customer/rate classes

 Some costs are directly assigned
 Example: distribution demand costs are directly assigned to each jurisdiction based on their asset’s 

location, and then allocated across rate classes within each jurisdiction

 Energy and customer cost allocation factors can be less complicated
 Example: energy costs allocated based upon kWh

 Demand allocation factors are created using different methodologies, all of which try to reflect a 
customer class’s contribution to the peak demand
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Embedded Capacity/Demand Cost Allocation

 The Single Summer Coincident Peak (“SCP”) is used to allocate production and transmission costs in 
Duke jurisdictions in the Carolinas per the most recent North and South Carolina Rate cases

 In a hypothetical, illustrative example, if the utility’s summer peak during the test year occurs on 7/25 at 
hour ended 4 pm with a demand of 10 MW, and residential has a demand of 5 MW at that hour, then 
the residential class is allocated 50% of the costs
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Ratemaking Principles

 Cost-Causation: The cost-causer should bear the costs
 Considered “fair”
 Sends accurate price signal
 Can be very complex to administer on an individual level

 Average Cost Ratemaking: Charges are established using overall characteristics of a group/class
 Administratively simple
 May reflect public policy/business goals
 Will have a range of impacts on individual customers
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Total Revenue 
Requirements

SC

NC

Residential

General 
Service

LightingWholesale

Establish Revenue 
Requirements

Distribute to 
Jurisdictions

Distribute to 
Customer Classes

Cost of Service Allocation (revisited)

Breaking out costs/revenue requirements by type of cost and by 
customer class becomes the basis for rate design
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Each revenue requirement 
at the rate class level can 

be broken out by customer, 
energy, and demand costs



Rate Design 101



High-Level Rate Design Goals

 Recognize Cost Causation (No Unjust or Undue Discrimination)

 Incent Beneficial Consumption Patterns (Efficient Price Signals)

 Recover Cost to Serve (i.e., recover revenue requirement)

 Meets Public Policy Goals (as determined by the utility commissions and state governments)
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Bonbright’s More Detailed Rate Design Principles
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Fairness in apportioning costs among customers to match the 
cost-of-service and to avoid “undue discrimination”

 Simplicity, understandability, and “freedom from controversies as to 
proper interpretation”

 Effective yield of revenue requirements under just and reasonable 
standard

 Revenue and cash flow stability

 Stability of rates themselves, minimal sudden adverse changes for 
customers

 Promoting efficient use of energy

Other Principles



Good Rate Design Incents Efficient Usage

Sources: NC Public Staff
https://files.nc.gov/pubstaff/documents/files/Ratemaking%20Presentation%20%283-18%29.pdf
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Typical Rate Calculation Examples

Billing Determinant × Price = Expected Revenue

100k Customer Bills × $10 Customer Charge = $1 million Expected Revenue

100 Million kWh × $0.10 Energy Charge = $1 million Expected Revenue
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Prices will not Perfectly Match Cost of Service

 Impractical – cost allocation is often retrospective, design must be forward-looking 

 Utilities are network systems
 Contains a variety of joint and common system costs that are shared (i.e. socialized) among all 

customers

 Cross-subsidies are inherent in network systems
 i.e. some customers will pay more or less than their fair share of the common system costs
 i.e. some cross-subsidies or “cost shifts” are generally unavoidable in any rate design (though their 

nature and magnitude may differ)

 Many cross-subsidies are known and justified for policy reasons 
 i.e. low income, new neighborhood infrastructure, service to rural customers
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Typical residential rate design...
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However, how costs are actually incurred looks more like…
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Illustrative example



Types of Charges

 Customer Charge
 Example: Base Facilities Charge
 Theory: Recovers costs per customer, such as billing costs

 Energy Charge
 Per kWh energy charge
 Theory: Recovers cost of producing energy

 Demand Charge
 Per kW demand charge
 Theory: Recovers capacity/demand costs

 Many variants on each charge
 Examples: TOU rates for energy charges, coincident demand charges, minimum bills, etc.
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Relationship between Charges and Costs
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Categories of Charges

Customer Charge

Energy Charge

Demand Charge

There should be a relationship between costs and charges but be 
careful to remember they are different!

Cost Classifications

Customer Costs

Energy Costs

Demand Costs



Cost to Serve Lenses

 Embedded Cost: actual cost of investment or operating expenses at the cost during the test year
 Energy example: fuel, reagent, and variable O&M costs
 In the Carolinas, used to set revenue requirements

 Marginal Cost: the current cost of the next unit
 Energy example: current cost of providing an additional kWh
 In the Carolinas, traditionally used to inform specific prices/charges
 Should help align rate design and IRPs

 Ratemaking is a blend of these two perspectives
 Embedded cost takes priority – utility must collect revenue requirement
 Aim to incorporate marginal cost in rate design as much as possible to send optimal price signals
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Measuring Costs and Cross-Subsidization

Embedded Cost Cross-Subsidization
 Are customers paying their fair share of 

historical costs?

 Each group of customers brings costs (as 
allocated in the Cost-of-Service Study) and 
revenues to their rate class

 Analogy: paying my share of the dinner 
we ate last night
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Marginal Cost Cross-Subsidization
 Are customers paying their fair share of 

future/incremental costs?
 Customers will add marginal costs and 

revenues to the utility
 Analogy: paying my share of the dinner we 

are going to have tomorrow
− Different prices from the dinner we ate 

last night

Customers revenues > Customers costs             Customers subsidizing others 
Customers costs > Customers revenues              Customers being subsidized



Embedded Cost – Unit Costs

 Production and Transmission (“P&T”) Demand allocated based on 1 Summer CP Methodology

 Unit costs summed because they use the same methodology for this purpose

 Distribution (“D”) Demand allocated using non-coincident peak

 Energy Costs allocated using kWh’s

 Customer Costs allocated using number of bills 

 Derived from the compliance Cost of Service Studies from the last rate case
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Unit Costs
unit DEP DEC - RS DEC - RE

P&T Demand $/kW-Month CD $           15.54 $      15.66 $      16.29 
D Demand $/kW-Month NCD $             1.50 $        2.03 $        2.07 

Energy $/kWh $         0.0346 $    0.0231 $    0.0232 
Customer $/Month $           27.64 $      21.95 $      22.81 



Illustrative Embedded Cost Calculations
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Energy Unit Cost Annual kWh Energy Annual COS 
Estimate Monthly COS Estimate

= a x b = c/12

Pre-EE Customer $0.03461 16,000 $554 $46 

Post-EE Customer $0.03461 12,000 $415 $35 

Reduction in Rate Class 
Revenue Requirement $139 $11

(a) (b) (c) (d)
P&T Unit Cost
(per month) kW P&T Monthly COS 

Estimate Annual COS Estimate

= a x b =c*12

Pre-EE Customer $15.54 3 $47 $559 

Post-EE Customer $15.54 2 $31 $372

Reduction in Rate Class 
Revenue Requirement $16 $180

DEP Energy Calculation

DEP Production & Transmission Calculation



F. How do specific programs addressing affordability affect cost-causation and allowance of costs among classes?

 Energy efficiency programs lower energy usage or demand would lower the residential allocation of 
embedded costs

 Any program that could potentially increase usage or demand would increase the residential allocation 
of embedded costs

 The effect any of these programs would have on other customer’s rates will depend on the revenue 
collected from each customer (i.e. contribution to the rate class’s revenue) compared with the costs 
allocated to the rate class due to that customer (i.e. contribution to the rate class’s revenue 
requirement)
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Customers revenues > Customers costs             Customers subsidizing others 
Customers costs > Customers revenues              Customers being subsidized



G. How does cost-of-service allocation affect rate design and affordability of rates?

 Changes in cost-of-service allocation methodologies will change the revenue requirement for each rate 
class, with some having a higher revenue requirement and some having a lower one

 Cost-of-service and rate design and inherently linked in many ways

 Cost-of-service, including unit costs, help guide rate design, although there are good reasons why the 
two may – and to a certain extent will inevitably – be different
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Segmenting the Residential Rate Class –
Theory



What Drives the Cross-Subsidies by Usage?

 An embedded cross-subsidy analysis is equivalent to an analysis of segmenting the residential rate class

Consider a theoretical utility with only customer and energy costs

 Unit Customer Costs = $25/Customer-Month, Unit Energy Costs = $0.03/kWh

 Prices: $10/bill fixed charge, $0.045/kWh energy charge

 10,000 bills per year with average usage of 1,000 kWh per bill

 Revenue Requirement = $550,000; Estimated Revenue = $550,000
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Usage Determines Over/Under-Recovery of Fixed Costs

Usage of 1,000 kWh per Bill
Bill = $10 fixed charge + 1,000 kWh x $0.045 kWh = $55
Cost = $25 fixed charge + 1,000 kWh x $0.03 kWh = $55

Usage of 500 kWh per bill
Bill = $10 fixed charge + 500 kWh x $0.045 kWh = $32.50
Cost = $25 fixed charge + 500 kWh x $0.03 kWh = $40

Usage of 1,500 kWh per bill
Bill = $10 fixed charge + 1,500 kWh x $0.045 kWh = $77.50
Cost = $25 fixed charge + 1,500 kWh x $0.03 kWh = $70
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Costs and Revenues Balanced
$15 in fixed cost shortfall
- $15 volumetric cost over-
recovery 
= $0 difference

Costs > Revenues
$15 in fixed cost shortfall
- $7.50 volumetric cost over-

recovery 
= $7.50 total under-recovery

Revenues > Costs
$15 in fixed cost shortfall
- $22.50 volumetric cost over-

recovery 
= $7.50 total over-recovery



Cross-Subsidies by Usage - Visualized
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What Drives the Cross-Subsidies by Usage? – Adding Demand

Consider a theoretical utility with only customer, energy, and demand costs

 Unit Customer Costs = $25/Customer-Month, Unit Energy Costs = $0.03/kWh

 Prices: $10/bill fixed charge, $0.095/kWh energy charge, no demand charge

 10,000 bills per year with average usage of 1,000 kWh per bill

 Revenue Requirement = $1,050,000; Estimated Revenue = $1,050,000

 Average Demand of 5 kW (27% load factor)

 Demand Unit Cost of $10/kW
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Load Factor Determines Demand/Capacity-Based Cross-Subsidies

Usage of 1,000 kWh per Bill; 5 kW demand (27% load factor)
Bill = $10 fixed charge + 1,000 kWh x $0.095 kWh = $105
Average Cost = $25 fixed charge + 1,000 kWh x $0.03 kWh + 

5 kW * $10/kW = $105

Usage of 1,000 kWh per Bill; 8 kW demand (17% load factor)
Bill = $10 fixed charge + 1,000 kWh x $0.095 kWh = $105
Cost = $25 fixed charge + 1,000 kWh x $0.03 kWh + 

8 kW * $10/kW = $135

Usage of 1,000 kWh per Bill; 2 kW demand (68% load factor)
Bill = $10 fixed charge + 1,000 kWh x $0.095 kWh = $105
Cost = $25 fixed charge + 1,000 kWh x $0.03 kWh + 

2 kW * $10/kW = $75
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Costs and Revenues Balanced
$15 in fixed cost shortfall +
$50 demand costs -
$65 volumetric over-recovery
= $0 difference

Costs > Revenues
$15 in fixed cost shortfall +
$80 demand costs –
$65 volumetric over-recovery
= $30 under-recovery

Revenues > Costs
$15 in fixed cost shortfall +
$20 demand costs –
$65 volumetric over-recovery
= $30 over-recovery
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Over-Recovery
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Higher Usage Customers have a higher load factor and thus there is an over-recovery of demand costs 
since there is no demand charge (demand is recovered volumetrically)
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~47% Average 
Load Factor



Segmenting the Residential Rate Class –
Methodology



Embedded Cost Analysis
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Load data from nearly 
1mm customersLoad Shapes

Calculate monthly bills 
using load shapesEstimated Bills

Load Shapes by Unit 
Costs

• AMI data from residential customers
• Only included customers with a full year’s worth of data

For the entire rate class, average embedded costs should be very close to average bills because both have the 
same revenue requirement

Embedded Cost

• Production demand = kW at summer system peak × P unit cost
• Transmission demand = kW at summer system peak × T unit 

cost
• Distribution demand = non-coincident peak kW × D unit cost
• Energy = kWh × energy unit cost
• Customer = number of contracts × customer unit cost x 12 

months

• Billing determinants x rates
• For RES it is the customer charge + kWh x kWh rate



Marginal Cost Analysis
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Load data from nearly 
1mm customersLoad Shapes

Calculate monthly bills 
using load shapesEstimated Bills 

Multiply load shape by 
marginal cost rates

Average marginal cost will not necessarily be the same as average bills

Marginal Cost 
Benefit

• Production demand = kW savings at system peak × P 
marginal capacity cost

• T&D demand = kW savings at system peak × T&D marginal 
capacity cost

• Energy = kWh in an hour x marginal cost in that hour







Final Notes on Methodology - DEP

 Average estimated bill = $130.07
 Average embedded cost = $138.84
 Different from estimated bill likely due to difference in time period between unit costs (CY2018) and 

the data used (2020-2021 data) and any customers without AMI data for the time period
 Results were adjusted by the difference ($8.27) to ensure the bill estimates and unit costs have the 

same revenue requirement
 Average marginal cost = $77.54
 There are no marginal estimates for customer costs, therefore the bill estimates compared with 

marginal costs subtracted out the customer unit cost ($27.64 per bill)
 Even with the adjustment for customer costs, there was a $24.89 difference between the average 

marginal cost and the average bill. This is expected because marginal costs should not equal average 
costs. 

 To enable comparisons, the bill estimates were adjusted by an additional $24.89 when compared to 
marginal cost. The resulting calculation shows which groups of customers are contributing relatively 
more or less towards the recovery of marginal cost.
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Segmenting the Residential Rate Class
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Subsidizing Others

Being Subsidized

Explanation
• No demand charge in RES

• Higher usage customers have a summer higher load factor

• Customer unit cost exceed the fixed charge according to Commission-
approved methodology

• Note: The 0-400 kWh group does not recover marginal cost without the 
$25.61 adjustment for comparison to average ($44.44 in costs compared to a 
$39 bill), however, refinements to the methodology would significantly 
reduce the 77% result for the marginal analysis of this segment of customers

% Total Customers 
in Category* 8% 24% 29% 21% 11% 5% 2% 2%

*Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding



Notes on Cross-Subsidies by Usage

 Public Policy goal to encourage energy conservation

Lower usage customers are successfully using less energy

 Public Policy goal to encourage energy efficiency and conservation

Higher volumetric prices encourage energy efficiency and energy conservation
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Subsidizing Others

Being Subsidized

% Total Customers in 
Category* 3% 12% 8% 63% 12% 88%

*Not all customers can be categorized, resulting in percentages not necessarily summing to 
100%



Segmentation Analysis Conclusions

 High-usage customers generally subsidize low-usage customers

 Customers receiving LIEAP/CIP and that meet the arrearage definition appear to be subsidizing other 
customers 

 Cost allocation methodologies may change in the future with unknown effects on this analysis
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Minimum Bill Analysis
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Minimum Bill – Bill no less than $XX
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Higher Fixed Charge Minimum Bill

Number of Customers 
Affected

Effect on Volumetric Charge

Amplifies Incentive for EE



Assuming A Minimum Bill of $30, without Riders in DEP

Current RES
 $14 fixed charge, 10.772 cents/kWh July-October, 10.271 cents/kWh November-June
 $130.07 Average Monthly Bill

Minimum Bill RES
 $14 fixed charge, 10.763 cents/kWh July-October, 10.262 cents/kWh November-June
 $130.57 Average Monthly Bill
 50 cents off revenue neutrality – results adjusted by subtracting 50 cents from segment average bill
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A Minimum Bill Only has a Significant Impact by Usage on Very Low Usage
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Minimum Bill Conclusions

 A very high minimum bill would be needed to replace the revenue from eliminating the fixed charge

 A minimum bill can help ensure very low usage customers contribute more towards the rate class’s 
revenue requirement

 Typically affects few customers and thus has a low impact on the volumetric rate

 Little clear evidence that a minimum bill would a significant impact on low-income/vulnerable customers

 Impact may be more significant if there was a large percentage of vacation homes that are largely vacant for parts of the year
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Recap of Goals of This Presentation

Findings of Fact Nos. 52-54 (emphasis added)

3. Investigate the strengths and weaknesses of existing rates, rate design, billing practices, customer 
assistance programs and energy efficiency programs in addressing affordability. Questions that should be 
addressed include:

E. Are the follow programs […] appropriate for implementation in North Carolina […]:

1) minimum bill concepts as a substitute for fixed monthly charges

3) Segmentation of the existing residential rate class to take into account different levels of usage

F. How do specific programs addressing affordability affect cost-causation and allowance of costs among 
classes?

G. How does cost-of-service allocation affect rate design and affordability of rates?
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